Abstract -The entanglement-assisted (EA) formalism is a generalization of the standard stabilizer formalism, and it can transform classical linear quaternary codes into entanglement-assisted quantum error correcting codes (EAQECCs) by using of shared entangled qubits between the sender and the receiver. In this work, we give elementary recursive constructions of special quaternary codes of length n and dual distance four that constructed from known caps in projective space PG(5,4) and PG(6,4) for all length 6n283. Consequently, good maximal entanglement EAQECCs of minimum distance four for such length n are constructed from the obtained quaternary codes.
Introduction
Quantum error correcting codes (QECCs) are powerful tools for fighting against noise in quantum computation and quantum communication [1] [2] . The most widely studied class of quantum codes are stabilizer (or additive) quantum codes, binary or non-binary. Under the stabilizer formalism [3] [4] , binary stabilizer codes can be constructed from classical codes over finite binary field 2 F or quaternary field 4 F with certain self-orthogonal (or dual containing) properties. The selforthogonal properties form a barrier to import all classical codes into QECCs [5] . In 2006, Brun, Devetak and Hsieh devised the entanglement-assisted (EA) stabilizer formalism to break through this restriction [5] , the EA-stabilizer formalism includes the standard stabilizer formalism as a special case. They showed that if shared entanglement between the encoder and decoder is available, classical linear quaternary (and binary) codes that are not self-orthogonal can be transformed into EAQECCs [5] [6] .
An [ for given parameters n, k and c . In [7] , they showed that the maximal entanglement EAQECCs can achieve the EA-hash bound asymptotically, and constructed many optimal maximal entanglement EAQECCs with length no more than 15.
Cap is an important object of projective geometry, each cap in   , PG r q will determine two q  ary linear codes [8] [9] . In [9] , and construct maximal entanglement EAQECCs deduced from caps that we have obtained. Section 5 discusses the constructed EAQECCs and draws a final remark.
Preliminaries
In this section we introduce some basic knowledge on linear codes, caps and maximal entanglement EAQECCs. Let The dual of
, and
is a set of n points, no three of which are collinear. If we write the n points as columns of a matrix, we obtain a matrix K of size kn  such that every set of three columns is linearly independent, and we usually call K an cap, hence the code with check matrix K is an
We call the code with generator matrix K cap code, this cap code is an 4 [] n, k code. If G is a sub-matrix of a cap matrix K, which is formed by some columns of K, then G is also a cap. This cap has the same weight polynomial as that of the 126-cap given in [8] .
B. Permutation on 126-cap
Although this matrix generates one 126-cap, but as our demand is to seek for a matrix 6 126 H  that generates a 126-cap, at the same time that by selecting the first n column vectors , the sub-matrix with good parameters generated from finite geometries, and construct EAQECCs from such code families.
